
With 25 years as a successful tech entrepreneur, Byron Reese is uniquely suited to
speak on the transformative effect of technology on the workplace and society at
large.
Byron delights audiences around the world, and has been invited to share his
reasoned optimism and vivid and energetic presentations on the future with
audiences on every continent but Antartica (coming January 2024). Known as the
“Future of” guy, Byron has spoken on the future of A.I., the future of work, the
future of banking, the future of education, the future of the planet, the future of
agriculture, the future of finance, and the list goes on. When not speaking, he
writes books that explore the intersection of technology and humanity, and covers
topics such as robotics, consciousness, progress, natural resources, and
superorganisms.
Bloomberg Businessweek credits Byron with having “quietly pioneered a new breed
of media company.” The Financial Times of London reported that he “is typical of
the new wave of internet entrepreneurs out to turn the economics of the media
industry on its head.” Byron and his work have been featured in hundreds of news
outlets, including The New York Times, Washington Post, Entrepreneur Magazine,
USA Today, Reader’s Digest, NPR, and the LA Times Magazine. Byron holds
numerous patents and has started and sold multiple companies, including two
NASDAQ IPOs. He has written six books that have been translated into a dozen
languages.
A highly sought-after keynote speaker, enlightening attendees across nations,
Byron is an in-demand forward thinker in his field.
To book Byron Reese call Executive Speakers Bureau at 901-754-9404.

Testimonials

Byron Reese

Thank you so much for making all this happen - this group was in awe. I've never
seen a more diverse crowd so engaged - and they are obsessed (they'll be talking
about this for a long time). It was such a relevant topic, and he is so kind. 

- Talroo.

At a time when tech finds itself in a tumultuous period, we were fortunate to
have Byron speak to our team about the future of technology. His message was
inspiring, hopeful, and optimistic. And he delivered his talk with authenticity and
passion. Simply put, he nailed it! 

- Google.
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